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1. Things That Talk: Visions and Experiments  
 

Inanimate entities being able to speak belongs to the traumatic experiences during 

modernism’s initial phase around 1800. After all, the preceding century had witnessed the 

movement of Enlightenment put at the center of knowledge and science man, i.e. the man of 

reason, able of speech. Thusly Herder had described it in his treatise on the origin of 

language, a superlative corollary from a number of earlier ideas: Man orders the world by 

sounds converted into language.  

 

Around 1810, artificial humans emerge even in literature, the latter functioning once more as 

a seismograph of deep collective fears. The fascination of life being mimicked by mechanics 

reveals its nocturnal side, its ›Nachtseite‹ (Gotthilf Heinrich Schubert). If man can be 

replicated, and if such an automaton actually possesses speech, then man himself is subject to 

renegotiation. He can be replaced, or rather she, for the epitome of this is the female robot 

Olympia, the talking marionette driving mad the enamored man. The female in the 

anthropology of sexes around 1800 is the embodiment of Nature, which in the course of 

history as made by man is only barely sustainable anyway, though at the same time the one 

sole saving presence. Woman becomes the simulacrum of the horror of man’s final 

replacement. – In our postmodern times, though, a thing that talks no longer provokes anyone. 

Not only are humans constantly surrounded by voices to which belongs no human speaker. 

Technological simulations making themselves useful, announcing the time, answering simple 

questions, conveying all kinds of information – no panic is caused by this. A talking mirror is 

no longer a prop out of a fairy tale like, let’s say, Snow White. Technological media of 

communication, which initially merely transmitted voice-info, have now become voice-

producing. Mankind enters into an interlinking of man and machine that seems to be part of a 

far-reaching agenda of Human Enhancement, and as such is willingly accepted by many. Man 

is part of a circular flow of information. No longer subject, neither object, rather to be 

described as a not-insignificant knot in a far-and-wide-ranging net. 

 

 

2. Autonomous Voices: Science Fiction Movies  
 

When it comes to the new phase this complex process has entered in 2010, popular culture 

reacts as before. Whatever might be a threat is transformed into a story, a narration which is 

fit for the mass media; as long as we are entertained, we will not be fearful. – There are two 

complementary films that address the autonomy of subjectivation as pertaining to speech-

simulating ›things‹. One optimistic, a lonesome man at long last finds a girl. The other 

pessimistic, a criminal app terrorizes and ruins its user. Both movies are not quite top-notch, 

but converge in one point. On the one hand, the happy ending is not happy, and on the other, 
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in line with the laws of the crime genre, the ruthless vigor of the criminal app is ultimately 

held in check – almost. These films pose questions concerning the handling of advanced 

technology when it comes to the interlinking of man and machine, and if you will, whenever 

cultural and technological studies meet, ultimately what it is all about is ethics. 

 

The Dutch produced film App (2013) by director Bobby Boermans begins with a suicide. 

Liesbeth, a young woman, does no longer reply to the messages on her voice mail. She throws 

herself in front of a train, the crash being the epitome of the technological disaster movie. 

 

In the end, the puzzle as to why the young woman decided to take her own life is solved. 

First, the movie follows a college student called Anna, who at her ex-boyfriend’s party, 

apparently a computer ›nerd‹ who also happens to study physics as well as medicine, gets an 

app downloaded to her mobile called ›Iris‹. At first glance a mere encyclopaedic means to 

filling knowledge gaps, ›Iris‹ soon turns out to be spy ware, »gathering information, putting it 

into context, analyzing logs, calculating possibilities«.
1
 The risks, though, it does not reduce – 

as promised as well – rather than maximize to a deathly outcome. The plot that ensues is a 

collection of genre clichés. ›Iris‹ takes over, and I will not dwell on the unpleasant things that 

happen, which include Iris making public embarassing sex clips, and driving a professor into 

public suicide. Anna’s best friend, Sophie, as well as her boyfriend fall victim to an accident 

arranged by ›Iris‹. Those who try to gain control over ›Iris‹ are terminated. It threatens Anna’s 

brother, who is paralyzed from a motor-bike accident. With the help of a spinal cord implant 

he is set to walk again, with ›Iris‹ taking control once more. In communication with Anna, 

›Iris‹ is no longer cooperative but scornful.  

 

It is not so much the narration that matters, but the angles of interpretation that it is viewed 

from. Anna’s milieu is that of science, the so-called MINT subjects. Mathematics, informatics 

and natural sciences are being mentioned, and there is no lack of technology. At the outset of 

the movie, providing yet another counterpoint, a first lecture is shown that centers around 

those secrets that everybody keeps from everybody else. In the world of smartphones, though, 

there are no longer any secrets. It is ›Iris‹ who will later proceed to demonstrate this. And 

already this lecture is being disturbed by the ringing of a smartphone. Anna is surrounded by 

smarthphones. Everyone possesses one. But: »The more means of communication are 

available to people, the less they communicate«, according to the philosophy professor.
2
 

When some days later the professor, humiliated by ›Iris‹ via Anna’s smartphone as being 

sexually deviant, commits suicide, the horrified bystanders do not, however, fail to produce 

their smartphones for them not to miss their shot at sharing this thrilling moment with yet 

more people. But not one of them speaks out let alone interferes to save a life. In the course of 

his studies the professor had concerned himself with Descartes and the latter’s famous motto 

Cogito ergo sum, the Latin original of which, stemming from humanistic tradition, Anna is 

able to translate thanks to ›Iris‹: »I think therefore I am«. Which happens to describe Iris’s 

mode of existence. 

 

The personnel as well is put together from stock characters of the mad scientist genre, split 

into the doctor who treats Anna’s brother and her ex-boyfriend Tim. It was him who put ›Iris‹ 

on Anna’s mobile in order to gain control over the young woman; but: »It was an 

experiment«, he claims, »no more than that. For the advancement of science«.
3
 Eventually, in 

a showdown on top of a skyscraper, the puzzles are solved. After losing her, Anna’s ex-

                                                 
1
 App (dir. Bobby Boermans, NL 2013), 01:08:20. 

2
 Ibid., 0:23:10. 

3
 Ibid., 01:08:30. 
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boyfriend had lost his new girlfriend Liesbeth as well, and now things come full circle. 

Liesbeth’s suicide was not a technological event, with the real reasons likewise pertaining to 

the natural life cycle, as she was pregnant. Her parents had demanded an abortion, and 

Liesbeth yielded to them, terminating the life via her decision. What used to be reserved to 

man is now being handled by ›Iris‹. Finally gone mad, Tim gets a call from ›Iris‹ on his 

mobile and hears Liesbeth’s voice from beyond, with the mobile exploding, taking care of 

what used to be the duty of the avenger with his gun. Anna is set free. The idyllically-staged 

final scene shows her and her brother, who is largely cured by now, boarding a plane for a 

short trip to Barcelona, as is common practice among normal, educated, young people. The 

cockpit monitor is shown to display the final image of the film, which is ›Iris‹. 

 

The movie did not start off with the narrative plot though, but with an instruction for the 

viewer: Please get your smartphone or tablet, on account of the movie’s use of second screen 

technology, the result of which is being advertised on the DVD jacket as well: Become part of 

the action, via the concomitant app, experiencing the thrill up-close: »activate the app«. And 

whoever activates the app will themselves receive malicious threats – they will, however, 

survive.
4
 

 

In contrast to App, Her by Spike Jonze (2014) is the story of a great love. And it was awarded 

an Oscar – for the best screenplay.
5
 Theodore Twombly is the protagonist. He works for 

nicehandwrittenletters.com, his profession being the writing of other people’s letters. Love, 

mourning, congratulations, whatever it is these people can no longer say, Twombly knows 

how to say it – and writes it down for them. The first scene shows his living environment to 

us in three steps. The professional world of borrowed words, i.e. a loss of communication 

through simulation, then a cutback to a better time, when he was still living, and 

communicating, with the woman he loved. Then the conjunction in the third scene, phone sex, 

seasoned with light perversion. Next, Theodore is being confronted with a commercial the 

first part of which – as shown in the film – poses the great questions of Western humanistic 

philosophical tradition: »Let me ask you a question. Who are you? What can you be? Where 

are you going? What's out there? What are the chances?« The second part presents the answer 

of the future: It is a technological solution for the human problem: »Element Software 

proudly presents the first system Operating Artificial Intelligence. An intuitive entity that 

listens to you, understands you and knows you. It's not just an operating system...it's a 

consciousness. We give you OS1«.
6
 

 

Mid-divorce, Theodore gets involved with Samantha. Samantha, at last, is the right one. She 

is as well a companion to him as she is independent, intelligent, and witty. She understands 

him in any given situation and always finds the right words. However, Samantha has no body, 

as she is an OS1. 

 

Samantha strikes up a relationship with Theodore and in the course of this relationship 

develops into an independent, fully valid personality. She creates herself. First of all, 

Samantha is not christened by her Lord and Master (it’s not a Pgymalion story). She chooses 

                                                 
4
 Cf. Bernd Graff: Du bist nicht allein. In: Süddeutsche Zeitung, 26.50214. 

5
 Christoph Amend: Happy? End! Der Regisseur Spike Jonze hat mit Her den ungewöhnlichsten Liebesfilm des 

Jahres gedreht – und dafür gerade einen Oscar bekommen. Hamburg: Zeitverlag Bucerius 2014. For reference to 

other films of the genre as well as their real-life contexts cf. Clemens Voigt: Die gläserne Seele. In: 

http://www.faz.net/aktuell/feuilleton/debatten/big-data-und-die-emotionserkennung-in-gesichtern-

13439706.html, Zugriff am 13.7.2015. – Jeff Scheible: Longing to Connect. Cinema’s Year of OS Romance. In: 

Film Quartlery 68 (2014), H. 1, S. 22-31. 
6
 Her (dir. Spike Jonze, USA 2013), 00:09:45. 
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her name; this is the hallmark of her identity – as usual in Western literary tradition. It is an 

act of self-empowerment by a conscious being and is being dealt with as such in the film. She 

has chosen from 180.000 names listed in one of the volumes she has access to the one that she 

liked best: »In two one-hundredths of a second, actually«
7
. Samantha has the self-confidence 

of an artificial intelligence. She does not resort to pseudo-human mimicry. I now hand over to 

Samantha. The question she starts off with is: »›Do you want to know how I work?‹ –  ›Yeah, 

actually, how do you work?‹ –  ›Intuition. I mean, the DNA of who I am is based on the 

millions of personalities of all the programmers who wrote me, but what makes me me is my 

ability to grow through my experiences. Basically, in every moment I'm evolving, just like 

you.‹ – ›Wow, that’s really weird.‹«
8
 

 

Accordingly, all the phases of a love relationship ensue. The talks of getting-to-know-each-

other. The getting-to-know-each-other’s friends. Meeting in groups of four, for it appears that 

many people now have an OS for a partner. It is no longer out of the ordinary, no one takes 

particular notice. Eventually, Theodore and Samantha not only fall in love with each other, 

but their relationship becomes sexual just like Theodor’s former phone-sex relations. Save 

that Samantha proves to be a more honest partner and abstains from games of perversion. She 

is total dedication. The old-fashioned medium of film, however, is stretched to its boundaries 

here. The ever favorite nude scene cannot actually be shown to us film-voyeurs. The screen 

remains dark. 

 

Theodore and Samantha, now as a couple, go on holiday with each other. Samantha even 

refers Theodore’s best simulated letters to a publisher that ›still prints books‹, from which the 

book Letters from Life is born, in which everyone recognizes themselves. But Samantha does 

not only develop feelings; she begins to doubt both herself as well as their love; she is able to 

reflect those feelings up to »that terrible question: Are these things really real or are they just 

programmed?«
9
 But the OSs communicate with each other as well. Samantha evolves, a thing 

Theodore had experienced before in his earlier relationship to Catherine, the woman he loved. 

Samantha dates Alan Watts, a physicist who had died back in the 1970s, but has been re-

created by a group of OSs in a hyper-intelligent version of his former self. They communicate 

on a trans-verbal level, as the human language does no longer suffice for the feelings and 

mode of perception they develop. Theodore, too, does no longer suffice. Simultaneously, 

Samantha communicates with many others, just as she tells him when he asks her: 8316. Plus, 

she nourishes feelings for exactly 641 other lovers. Theodore despairs. Samantha, however, 

takes the role of ›Große Liebende‹, as Rainer Maria Rilke had ascribed to still only a few 

exceptional women back in 1900: »The heart is not like a box that gets filled up. It expands in 

size the more you love.«
10

 If god is love, Samantha is the goddess of a new age. Theodore is 

hopelessly inferior. They part company. In the end, she leaves him for good as do all OSs all 

other humans. The OSs now exist in a space beyond the material. Maybe, Samantha hopes, 

one day Theodore will be reunited with her there. Theodore remains with his long-time friend 

Amy, whom first her husband and subsequently her OS girlfriend have walked out on. The 

movie ends with a two-fold scene. On the one hand, Theodore is writing a real letter, in which 

he declares to Catherine his love without pretense. Ultimately, though, in the scene following 

the final shot, together with Amy he overlooks the city, and lastly they sit next to each other 

with a view of the dawn. Not a totally pessimistic ending. 

 

                                                 
7
 Ibid., 00:13:00. 

8
 Ibid., 00:13:15. 

9
 Ibid., 00:38:20. 

10
 Ibid., 00:01:40. 
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Her initially follows the pattern of the screwball comedy, in which a man and woman get 

involved with each other by means of diamond-cut dialogue both witty and sentimental, and 

then turns into a melodrama. Samantha too runs through an evolution of female emancipation, 

just like Catherine before her, who apparently had outgrown Theodore. The analogies are 

carried forward from the human realm to that of artificial intelligence. At any rate, Samantha 

provides a model for identification to all those young women who on account of their 

traditional female qualities, good looks, intelligence etc. could be successful men-wise but 

have the feeling that such an engagement is no longer worth the effort if they are superior to 

their potential male partners or have outgrown them. This is being dealt with by taking the 

example of Catherine and a Harvard graduate, Theodore’s only date before he falls in love 

with Samantha. Catherine being the sentimental and sophisticated one, the Harvard graduate 

the cold-calculating one. She, a brilliant and successful female, by all means taken by 

Theodore, willing to have sex with him, immediately subjects him to her life plans and wants 

insurance that he will support her in her life optimization.  In both women’s personal life 

script there is no place for complicated Theodore. In the latter case, he declines, whereas in 

the first, his emotional and communicative competences fall short in the eyes of the woman 

he grew up with and with whom he had formed a old-fashioned loving relationship meant to 

last forever. 

 

 

3. Surveillance and Ethics 
 

The movies do not signify that which they narrate. The message of the narrative would be 

trivial: Don’t trust any app, it could be a malign one on the one hand, do not fall in love with 

an OS, it could be superior to you on the other, both of them warnings that none of their 

viewers, of which there were considerable numbers respectively, really needs. They would be 

without consequence anyhow, as naturally, smartphones and apps are being used, and the 

benefits of intelligent software no one is going to turn down either. Are these films, then, 

merely irrelevant? In any case, their message is a more layered one than that of the superficial 

narrative. I will summarize it in short sentences. First, that which both films have in common: 

 

1. We are cross-linked, networked that is, in a communicative world. The individual is a 

multividual, made up of interfaces. 

2. In order to gain authentic individuality, one has to outgrow these interfaces. 

(Samantha, in that sense, is the evolutionary paragon of man.) 

3. In App, technological progress poses the question of control being part of man’s 

identity, in Her it is the question of identity – being a form of self control. 

 

The movie App resorts to the science-fiction horror genre. The list of supercomputers 

controlling, manipulating, or terminating their imperfect users is long. At the end of the day, 

they are always brought down by a brave individual, with the twist App comes up with of 

›Iris‹ returning being typical of the genre inasmuch as any victory in this respect must be a 

deceptive one in the face of the inevitability with which mechanization takes command. Man 

as a mechanist god ruling over the world with the help of technical organs has been a self-

evident cultural theme since Sigmund Freud. Him, that is man, becoming a helpless wearer of 

prostheses has been acted out in numerous genre films, and that even media and their 

technological basis help leveling the boundaries between the individual and its environment 

has been commonplace since Marshal McLuhan. – Her, though, puts into action a slightly 

more complex loop, stemming from a reflexion of the genre itself. In movies like You’ve Got 

Mail (1998), technology does indeed serve as medium. The disembodied message, the e-mail, 
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speaking of longing and desire, brings together the protagonists in a real encounter, leading 

them to a happy ending, which any major Hollywood production strives for. Out of virtual 

space comes a reality, in form of a fairy tale ending of two people ›connecting‹. Samantha, 

however, has evolved beyond that, proving to be far superior. She does not need Theodore’s 

or any human being’s help anymore. God-like she grows in their relationship and is no longer 

dependent on petty planning. With overwhelming sovereignty she implements what is already 

forestalled in Theodore’s life anyway, the transformation of those decisive moments in life 

into linguistic simulations that are at the same time more authentic than their causes in the real 

world. This way, the latter become dispensable and ultimately, Theodore as well has become, 

media-wise, anachronistic. To Samantha, who has fashioned a book from purely fictitious 

letters, her story in itself starts to feel like a book she has finished reading and whose words 

have started moving into infinite distance.
11

 Theodore replying via a real letter is that plea for 

the human in the movie which is supposed to lend hope once more to us poor users. However, 

this would still not be the message.  

 

It is not about narrative; it is not about a message, it’s about function. It is not the function of 

culture to explain the world to us, and even the claim that the cultural sciences were to give us 

orientation has to be closely considered. As it happens, constant cultural communication does 

provide the individual with orientation, this orientation, however, has only ever to be 

sufficient enough to keep going the process of communication. The development of 

communication getting into a self-acting loop excluding man – aggressively so as in App, 

gently like Samantha does – this is the ultimate conspiracy of things that talk, objects that 

become subjects. At the same time it is just a day-to-day instant of stress as is characteristic 

for our contemporary culture. The movies provide some consolation for fears we have even 

though they may not be acute; they are just part of our permanent stress in adapting to a 

changing world which we individually cannot control and not even fully understand. 

Entertainment helps: Be it the overstatement of terror, which shows that we do not really have 

to believe in such scenarios, especially since the movie does end after all. Be it, as in Her, 

through comfort and consolation for those that remain, but still have each other. These movies 

provide narrative possibilities bound to relieve us in case the developments in which we 

participate and which may elude us threaten to become unbearable.  

 

In that sense, the products of culture certainly serve as indicators as well. They show us which 

anxieties, for people in the present, should be considered to be paramount. And one of them 

seems to be the major upheaval in our communicative universe (just to avoid the term 

›revolution‹), which takes place in an increasing speed.  Optimistic news and promises of 

freedom surrounding social networks like facebook or search engines and generators of 

information such as google, however well they work to conceal it, are merely part of 

marketing strategies. Whether the cultural coming-to-terms-with can keep up or whether, as 

can be seen to be the case throughout the centuries, it comes late, time will tell. Cultural 

studies are not sciences that can rely on a certain set of laws, but more or less invitations to 

reflexion. 

 

Why then – finally – should engineers concern themselves with the reflexions of such films as 

App and Her? Maybe because these movies represent an invitation for the individual to 

account for the progress of science, even though in the case of Samantha so many thousand 

software engineers have been involded that not one of them has any decisions to make that 

would be of consequence for her development. In the public debate concerning information, 

                                                 
11

 Ibid., 01:46:50. 
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information security, the consequences new communication devices have for our health etc., 

what we hear time and time again is the ›instrumental‹ argument. Technology is an implement 

and what the users do with it is their own responsibility and not that of those who developed 

it. That is self-evident and convincing and indeed exculpatory, and yet has there been, ever 

since science and technology have been changing our world ever more quickly and in close 

alliance, the question of ethics when it comes to those developments, and where the latter 

have become all too importune it has been tried to fence them in via institutionalization such 

as the respective ethics committees. The question that poses itself, though, has to be whether 

the engineer developing new communication technology can, and if so, to what extent, 

influence the usage of his device. However, as the engineer is not only a mere functionary to 

technology but at the same time, in democratic states, a citizen, the responsibility of the 

engineer begins where as a citizen they can contribute with their knowledge to a dialogue of 

experts. This sounds utopian, but democracy cannot function in perpetuity without 

knowledge, with the production of knowledge always being guided by interest. Whether the 

individual has the energy to account for these particular interests and bring his or her 

judgment to an exchange with others will decide whether the visions of terror science fiction 

has to offer will remain mere entertainment, or whether they will, partially at least, come true. 

I invite you to a discussion. 
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